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Abstract. We provide a basis for automated single-cell sorting based
on optical trapping and manipulation using human peripheral blood
as a model system. A counterpropagating dual-beam optical-trapping
configuration is shown theoretically and experimentally to be pre-
ferred due to a greater ability to manipulate cells in three dimen-
sions. Theoretical analysis performed by simulating the propagation
of rays through the region containing an erythrocyte (red blood cell)
divided into numerous elements confirms experimental results show-
ing that a trapped erythrocyte orients with its longest axis in the di-
rection of propagation of the beam. The single-cell sorting system
includes an image-processing system using thresholding, background
subtraction, and edge-enhancement algorithms, which allows for the
identification of single cells. Erythrocytes have been identified and
manipulated into designated volumes using the automated dual-beam
trap. Potential applications of automated single-cell sorting, including
the incorporation of molecular biology techniques, are discussed.
© 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1333676]
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1 Introduction
Optical trapping, first reported by Ashkin in 1970,1 is a purely
optical technique that takes advantage of the radiation pres
sure exerted by one or more focused laser beams on a micr
scopic particle. A focused light beam imparts two major cat-
egories of forces upon objects in its path. Thescattering
force, which is a consequence of the change in momentum o
photons scattered off the surface of the object, acts in th
direction of the beam propagation. Two counterpropagating
beams can thus act as a stable trap for a particle, provided th
the forces acting in the direction of propagation of each beam
are equal and are able to overcome forces that tend to driv
the particle out of the trapping region. Thegradient forceacts
proportional to and in the same direction as the spatial grad
ent in light intensity caused by focusing the beam, and is
derived from fluctuating electric dipoles induced when light
passes through a transparent or near-transparent object. Ph
tons with a given momentum are refracted through the dielec
tric object with a given index of refraction greater than that of
the outside medium. The change of momentum in the re
fracted photon causes an equal and opposite change in t
momentum of the object, imparting a force on the object
equal to the net rate of change of momentum of all refracted
photons. As this gradient force tends to draw objects toward
regions of greater light intensity, a particle can be stably
trapped in the focus of a single beam of light if this gradient
force is sufficient to overcome forces that tend to drive it out
of the focus.2
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The single-beam gradient-force optical trap, termedoptical
tweezers, was first achieved in 1986.3 Ashkin et al. were the
first to conjecture and demonstrate the use of optical twee
in biological applications, including the manipulation o
single cells.4 Since then, optical tweezers have found a nic
in a variety of research applications, including the assessm
of the physics of mechanoenzymes,5,6 micromanipulation for
cell fusion and microsurgery,7,8 single sperm micro-
manipulation,9 studies on vesicle motility,10 and developmen-
tal studies on ciliated cells.11 The technology is also suited fo
applications in medical diagnostics and therapy, fields
which it has yet to be well exploited.

We provide a basis for an all-optical automated single-c
sorting system based upon single- and dual-beam optical-
configurations. Single-cell sorting is defined as the comp
mentalization of a heterogeneous mixture of particles of ty
1 to n into designated volumesV1 to Vn , and is of unique
importance as a tool in research in cell biology, immunolog
and genetics,12 as well as in medical therapeutic strategie
such as cellular therapy.13 Micromanipulation of single cells
is readily attained by optical trapping due to the ease of
cusing a laser beam or multiple laser beams onto a spot th
of the same size as a single cell. The algorithmic compone
of such a microrobotic single-cell sorter are the following:~1!
identification of the cell to be sorted, by morphological
other means;~2! trapping of the cell; and~3! manipulation of
the cell into a designated volume. Automation of such a s
tem can be attained provided that cell identification and m
nipulation of the optical system can be performed
computer.14 Human peripheral blood, composed of three c
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Fig. 1 Optical setup for the dual-beam trap. Two cw He–Ne (l
5632.8 nm) laser beams are directed onto the sample from the top
and bottom, respectively, with white-light illumination from the top.
M, mirror; BS, beamsplitter; MO1, 403 0.65 NA microscope objec-
tive; MO2, 203 0.45 NA microscope objective; and CCD, color CCD
camera. The single-beam trap used is obtained by turning off laser L2
and using a 1003, 1.25 NA microscope objective as MO1.
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lular constituents—erythocytes~red blood cells!, leukocytes
~white blood cells!, and platelets—was used as a model sys-
tem, as cellular identification based upon morphological char
acteristics is possible. Theoretical analysis of the trapping o
erythrocytes, the most common constituent of periphera
blood, was first performed through the use of optical-trapping
modeling programs, in order to predict the behavior of eryth-
rocytes in the optical-trapping systems during manipulation
In addition, applications of this technology in medical diag-
nostics, therapy, and research are discussed.

2 Optical Setup and Sample Preparation
The basic design of the optical-trap systems used is shown
Figure 1. This setup involves the use of two counterpropagat
ing laser beams~He–Ne;l5632.8 nm),which are focused
onto the sample, from the top using a403 0.45 NA objective
~MO1! and from the bottom using a203 0.65 NA objective
~MO2!, respectively. Illumination with white light was
achieved through the top microscope objective MO2. This
dual-beam optical-trapping system is based on the use of th
scattering forces exerted by each of the two counterpropaga
ing beams through low-magnification microscope objectives
It is independent of the spatial gradient in beam intensity; and
as a result, the use of high-magnification, high-numerical
aperture objectives is not required in order to focus the lase
beams.

Experiments were also performed using a single-beam
trapping configuration, where laser L1 is not used and the
lower microscope objective lens MO1 is changed to one o
high-magnification and high-numerical aperture(1003
1.25 NA). An Ar-ion laser(l5514.5 nm) was also used as
L2 in the single-beam configuration to increase the powe
density and investigate the effects of local heating in the focu
of the microscope objective. Sample holders consisted of tw
150-mm-thick glass coverslips separated by a 150-mm-thick
Mylar film spacer. Blood samples were obtained from willing
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human donors and were diluted 1:100 000 in 0.9% saline c
taining 1 g/L bovine serum albumin~Sigma!, to prevent for-
mation of echinocytes and adherence of cells.15 Styrene divi-
nylbenzene latex microspheres~Dow Chemicals! of diameter
7–14mm were used in the calibration of the traps.

Sample holders were fitted with motorizedX, Y, and Z
stages controlled by a computer and an imaging system
incorporated into the laser delivery optics of the traps. Vid
output was relayed to a computer program fitted with alg
rithms for the identification and positioning of blood cell
which activated the motorized stages to direct the beams o
the sample. TheXY plane was identified as the plane of im
aging, and theZ axis was identified as the axis perpendicu
to this. The entire trapping system allows for computeriz
identification and subsequent manipulation of cells for so
ing.

3 Theoretical Determination of Erythrocyte
Behavior in an Optical-Trapping System
For the purpose of modeling, the shape of the erythrocyte
approximated as a biconcave disk,16 with a maximum diam-
eter of 7.2mm, a maximum thickness of 2.1mm, and a mini-
mum thickness of 0.9mm,17,18 and specific gravity of 1.057
g/ml.19 The forces exerted on each cell can be calculated
summing all the force elements produced by the interaction
photons with the cell surface. Each force element is co
prised of scattering~SC! and gradient~GR! components.20,21

Each reflection or refraction from the cell can be interpre
as scattering from a spherical surface provided that the a
of refraction or reflection is coordinate dependent. Equati
for the forces acting on the erythrocyte can then be expres
in a form similar to that for spheres:20,21

FSC5
nMI

c H 11R cos@2q~r i !#

1S 11m(
n50

`

T2nDT2(
n50

`

Rn cos@a~r i !1nb~r i !#J ,

~1!

FGR5
nMI

c H R sin@2q~r i !#

1S 11m(
n50

`

T2nDT2(
n50

`

Rn sin@a~r i !1nb~r i !#J ,

~2!

wherenM is the refractive index of the medium,I is the total
intensity,c is velocity of light,u is the angle of incidence,r i

is the spatial coordinate(xi ,yi ,zi), andR andT are reflection
and transmission coefficients, respectively. Anglesa and b
are defined in Figure 2. The term containing the factorm
accounts for the possibility of photons reentering the cell d
to its biconcave shape. Internal reflections account for
proximately 3% of the force induced on a particle and can
general, be neglected in calculations.21

Simulations were performed for the dual-beam trapp
configuration with a laser power of 15 mW for the top bea
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1 15
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Fig. 2 Schematic of erythrocyte showing angle of incidence (u) and
angles a and b, as defined for modeling studies.
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and 30 mW for the bottom beam. The beam diameters wer
taken to be 5mm. Numerical calculations were performed by
dividing the erythrocyte’s surface into 1024 triangular ele-
ments and propagating up to 6000 rays through the regio
containing the cell. The torque about the center of the cell tha
induces it to rotate and align in the optical trap22 was calcu-
lated by summing over all of the elements, and is shown as
function of the angle of orientation of the cell in Figure 3.
Unstable equilibrium orientations for the erythrocyte are
found to be at 90° and 270°, and stable equilibrium orienta
tions are at 0°, 180°, and 360°. Subjected to the total radiatio
force, an erythrocyte is centered in the beam. This can b
clearly seen in Figure 4, which shows the results of theoretica
modeling ~top row! of an erythrocyte orientation in a dual-
beam optical-trapping system by propagation of rays throug
the region containing the cell. An erythrocyte is originally
oriented at 90° relative to the line along the propagation di-
rection of the two laser beams, Figure 4~1!. In the optical
trapping system the erythrocyte is turning, Figure 4~2!, to the
orientation at 180°, where it is stably trapped, Figure 4~3!, in
accordance with the torque calculation presented in Figure 3
The experimental results, Figure 4~bottom row!, correspond-
ing to the erythrocyte’s orientation, are in excellent agreemen
with the simulation.
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Once a single cell is trapped and oriented, the beam~s! can
be displaced relative to the medium surrounding the cell a
as a result, the trapped cell will follow the beam. Stable m
nipulation of the trapped cell at a constant velocity can
achieved if the drag force is in the equilibrium with the radi
tion pressure force. The equation of motion of the trapped
can be expressed as follows:

ma5F2gv, ~3!

where v is the maximum velocity of the cell which is dis
placed by a given forceF andg is the so-called drag coeffi
cient, or damping factor. At low Reynold’s numbers, th
damping factor or drag coefficient can be estimated by
proximating the disk shape of erythrocyte by a sphere of
same cross-sectional area:23,24

g53phD. ~4!

Here, h is the viscosity of the solution~water based,1.02
31023 Ns/m2), and D is the diameter of the correspondin
cross-sectional area of the cell. Stable manipulation of
trapped cell at a constant velocity can be achieved if the d
force is in equilibrium with the radiation pressure force, a
the velocity is equal to the force divided by the dampi
factorv5F/g. We examined two possible translations of th
blood cell—one with the maximum cross section, and
other with the minimum cross section in the direction of t
manipulation. The force was computed versus the offset of
cell center and beam axis, and is shown in Figure 5. From
graph the maximum velocity at which the cell can be tran
lated was estimated to be 29mm/s. These data are in agre
ment with the previous calculation on polystyrene sphe
with similar characteristics25 and serve as an approximatio
for establishing the displacement properties of erythrocy
during micromanipulation.

Fig. 4 Results of theoretical modeling (top row) and experimental re-
sults (bottom row) showing an erythrocyte before trapping (1), during
reorientation in a dual-beam optical trap (2), and after the stable trap-
ping is achieved (3).
Fig. 3 Torque exerted on an erythrocyte vs the angle of the cell in a
dual-beam trapping system. Unstable and stable equilibrium positions
as shown. The inset defines the angle f.
of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Fig. 5 Force of the optical-trapping system vs the offset of the cell
center in the Z direction for an erythrocyte in a dual-beam trapping
system. A maximum in the displacement defines the equilibrium lo-
cation of the cell.
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4 Trapping of Erythrocytes in Optical Tweezers:
Design, Absorption Properties, and Thermal
Effects
The single-beam trap was tested with latex microspheres prio
to the trials with blood samples. Trapping of latex micro-
spheres of diameter 7–14mm in the single-beam trap was
successfully accomplished at power densities of 300 and 2
kW/cm2, with cw Ar-ion and He–Ne lasers, respectively. The
spheres were seen to trap stably, and were easily microma
ipulated at speeds higher than 50mm/s.

The cellular constituents of peripheral blood differ from
these latex micro-objects in many ways that may cause them
to have a different trapping behavior, including the
following:19 blood cells are~1! membrane-enclosed structures
which will pierce if exposed to high-power densities;~2! het-
erogeneous in refractive index;~3! heterogeneous and more
irregular in shape; and~4! colored, and will absorb different
light wavelengths, depending upon their composition. The ab
sorption coefficient of erythrocytes is strongly dependent on
wavelength and can be a limiting factor in the performance o
an optical-trapping system used on biological systems. As
sessment of the absorption of light of various wavelengths b
erythrocytes can be accomplished by taking into account th
absorption of the predominant molecular and macromolecula
components of the erythrocyte cytoplasm, namely, water an
hemoglobin, respectively. Water absorption at both of thes
visible wavelengths is infinitesimal, but hemoglobin absorp-
tion is an order of magnitude higher at 514.5 nm than at 632.
nm.26,27 Indeed, the use of the He–Ne laser for erythrocyte
trapping even yields certain specific advantages over lasers
the near-infrared region. First, absorption of water is consid
erably lower in visible wavelengths when compared to infra-
red or near-infrared wavelengths. As well, the absorption o
oxyhemoglobin is lower at 632.8 nm than at near-infrared
wavelengths. Modeling of the optical trapping system per-
formed for nonabsorbing erythrocytes and for erythrocytes
having an absorption equal to that of hemoglobin at 632.8 nm
showed that the effect of hemoglobin absorption on erythro
d From: http://biomedicaloptics.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 05/12/2015 Terms 
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cyte trapping was negligible. While these differences in a
sorption may not affect trapping, in terms of ease of trapp
and orientation of trapped cells, their role in photodamage
not been well established.26

Trapping of erythrocytes using a high-power cw Ar-io
laser in the single-beam trap was hindered by the fragility
the erythrocytes, which were seen to visibly expand in
heat at the focus of the objective and shear due to the s
focal spot generated by the10031.25 NA objective. While
trapping and manipulation of erythrocytes without cell defo
mation were attained using a 35 mW He–Ne laser focu
using the same10031.25 NA objective, photostress effect
leading to morphologically visible deformation of the cel
were still evident in a significant proportion of cells trappe
Erythrocytes that were trapped oriented themselves with t
longest axis parallel to the direction of propagation of t
beam, as seen previously in the literature,28 and as predicted
by the modeling results.

Absorption in the focus of a microscope objective m
also cause unwanted heating of the surrounding medium,
ter, which would affect erythrocytes. Estimates confirmed
experimental results demonstrate that the temperature incr
in a focus of a microscope objective can reach 3 K with NA
51.3objective.29,30Since the power of the laser beam entire
determines the gradient force of trapping, the alternat
method of using the scattering force of two beams coun
propagating through low-magnification microscope objectiv
would be beneficial in reducing the intensity in the trappi
region. The use of low-magnification, high-focal-range obje
tives thus reduces photodamage, since the power densi
the trapping region is considerably reduced. Furthermore,
low-magnification microscope objectives have larger fo
distances than those with high magnification, increasing
working range of the system.

Using the dual-beam trap described above, erythrocy
were trapped at 15 mW of input power. As suggested
modeling studies, and as with the single-beam trap, trap
erythrocytes are oriented in the dual beam with their long
axis parallel to the direction of propagation of the beams.
morphological photostress effects were exhibited even a
erythrocytes were trapped and micromanipulated for peri
exceeding 20 min.

5 Image-Processing System and Automation of
Single-Cell Sorting
Identification of single cells constitutes the basis for develo
ing a cell sorting system. In medical laboratories, staining
immunological techniques are used to assist in identificat
of cell types.19 As it is required that the single-cell sortin
system be as nondestructive as possible to the sample,
techniques may not be feasible. Nonetheless, an identifica
of blood cells can be based on the morphological characte
tics of unstained cells, including size, shape, and color.31 In
the single-cell sorting system, cells are sized on the basi
their longest dimension~as erythrocytes may be found i
many orientations but, because of their radial symme
maintain a constant longest dimension!. A micrometric grid
can be placed onto the sample holder in order to calibrate
sizes; alternatively, a statistical estimate of cell sizes ass
ing that the erythrocyte lengths are most common, can
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1 17
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Fig. 6 Original image (a) shows cells comparable in size and shape to an erythrocyte (E) and a leukocyte (L), respectively. Image processing
involves thresholding (b) and background subtraction (c), followed by edge enhancement. The automated cell identification program identifies the
cells on the basis of their sizes as an erythrocyte (red) and a leukocyte (white), respectively, and can locate their relative positions as shown in (d).
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used for calibration. While there is a definite degree of over-
lap in the sizes of the cellular constituents of peripheral blood
one is still able to roughly identify particles on the basis of the
longest dimension.

We have applied several image-processing algorithms fo
single-cell identification. Detection of cells in an image con-
taining these objects and a background can be achieved b
using a simple thresholding technique.32 In this method,
which is used in many image-processing systems, all area
with intensity above a certain threshold value are assigned t
the objects. However, due to nonuniformities in the back-
ground the image may possess some irregularities or brigh
areas, which do not belong to the object but can be assigne
to it if this technique is used alone. This ambiguity is removed
by combining this method with a technique involving back-
ground subtraction, wherein the image is assumed to be com
prised of the two main categories—the background and th
object; the latter is obtained by subtracting the background
image from the original image. The quality of the image of
the object can be further refined by analyzing the changes i
intensity between the original image and the background im
age. This method works best if the background is not affecte
by subtraction of the image of the object, which is not always
18 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1
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feasible due to the possibility of nonhomogeneous illumin
tion of the background upon which the cells are imaged.
addition, an edge-enhancement technique can be used to
prove the quality of the boundaries of the object. Each pi
and its neighboring pixels are multiplied by a matrix33 to en-
hance the gap in intensity values of the pixels between
object and the background, providing stronger contours of
object’s boundaries. In order for the pixels belonging to t
object to be connected together, the image can be dilated~that
is, assignment to the object the areas containing some o
background pixels completely surrounded by object’s pixe!,
and further eroded~that is, assignment back to the backgrou
pixels that were not completely surrounded by the object! to
set the object back to its original size.34 After a cell is de-
tected, it can be identified based upon its size and morp
logical characteristics.

The image-processing algorithm developed as part of
single-cell sorting system used all of the above-describ
image-processing techniques combined together. Result
this image-processing and recognition techniques are sh
in Figure 6 for a real image~a! of two cells comparable in size
and shape to an erythrocyte and a leukocyte, respectiv
Thresholding and background subtraction images are sh
of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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in Figures 6~b! and 6~c!, respectively. As seen in Figure 6~d!,
the image-processing system identified and spatially pos
tioned both cells. We note that as there may be a differenc
between the plane of focus of the trapped cell and the plane o
the surrounding cells, the apparent sizes of these cells ma
differ from their actual sizes. As a result, identification may
be restricted only to imaged cells that are in focus. The system
can identify erythrocytes that are in focus and can differenti-
ate them from leukocytes 100% of the time.

If this is applied to the cell to be sorted, the result is a
procedure allowing both for single-cell identification and sort-
ing. In order to automate such an identification procedure, th
video output from the charge-coupled-device~CCD! camera
used in the optical trapping setup was sent to a computer fitte
with a program allowing for identification of cells using size
as the defining criterion.

6 Automated Manipulation of Erythrocytes
Automated cell manipulation is obtained if micromanipulation
of the identified and trapped cell is achieved through motor
ized stages controlled by a computer able to give a series o
commands for the manipulation. In the dual-beam configura
tion, a trapped erythrocyte always maintained its longest axi
along the direction of beam propagation. It can be manipu
lated relative to its environment, if the entire sample is moved
by micrometric amounts while the cell is trapped.

The rate of sorting is dependent on the relative velocity of
manipulation and on the distance between compartments. W
have achieved relative manipulation velocities of greater tha
20 mm/s for erythrocytes using the dual-beam trap. With au-
tomated control, at approximately 3mm/s, erythrocytes have
been seen to remain trapped when manipulated in the plane
trapping for up to 20 min. Figure 7 shows an erythrocyte
being manipulated in a path exceeding 1 mm in length, with
automated control of the motion. As can be seen in Figure 7
the majority of cells in the sample have settled on the bottom
surface of the sample holder, and are defocused relative to th
trapped erythrocyte, meaning that the two are in differen
planes.

As mentioned earlier, the dual-beam trap is advantageou
because of the lesser power density and, as a consequence,
lesser photostress effects on cells in the trapping region. I
addition, this configuration has a larger working range in three
dimensions, due to the large depth of focus of the low-
magnification objectives used, which is on the order of milli-
meters compared to micrometers for the 1003 objective. This
yields a specific advantage in sorting applications as manipu
lation of the trapped cell in three dimensions is possible. We
have performed out-of-plane manipulation of an erythrocyte
when the trapping region was translated in theZ direction by
synchronously moving the two counterpropagating beams
The erythrocyte was then manipulated in anXY plane devoid
of the other cells. Since the majority of cells in a given sample
will have settled to the bottom surface, by changing the rela
tive distance between the plane of the foci of both beams in
the trap and the bottom surface of a sample, one can lift
trapped cell and manipulate it freely in a plane devoid of othe
cells, thus preventing sorting complications due to cell–cel
interactions.
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The sorting technique is completed with the cell being m
nipulated into a given volume which is designated to hold t
particular cell type. Algorithms for the construction of a sep
ration path that minimize cell–cell contact and prevent oth
cells from entering into the trap have been described in
literature.14 The designated volumes for the cells must
housed in a structure compartmentalized in such a fashion
flow between volumes is negligible.14 Mechanical barriers,
such as doors and distance, as well as chemical barriers to
interaction, have been theorized. Gels which liquefy or a
their properties when exposed to either the light or the hea
the beam focus can potentially be used as chemical bar
between such compartments.

7 Medical Applications
All-optical manipulation and sorting of single cells have de
nite specific applications in medical diagnostics and thera
The single-cell sorter is well suited for the recovery of ra
cells from aqueous solutions. Cell sorting techniques ba
upon optical trapping and micromanipulation provide a thre
fold advantage over conventional cell sorters, such
fluorescence-activated cell sorters, magnetic-based cell
ers, and immunoadsorption columns.13 First, conventional cell
sorters work on the bulk scale, whereas cell sorters base
optical trapping have the capability of sorting single cel
reducing the sample size required. Second, the cell sor
based on optical trapping have a high positional accur
compared to traditional cell sorters, which typically manip
late a volume of fluid containing a particular cell rather th
the cell itself. Finally, sorting based upon optical trapping is
completely sterile procedure, as there is no direct contact w
the cells to be sorted, and the sorting procedure can eve
used for samples in completely enclosed containers.14 The
harvesting of hematopoetic stem cells from umbilical co
blood for use in gene therapy, for example, could be achie
provided the stem cells can be identified and trapped.13,35

When combined with the tools of the molecular biolog
laboratory, which, with the advent of the polymerase ch
reaction~PCR!, allow for the use of picograms of DNA in
sequencing and analysis,36 the single-cell sorter becomes
novel tool in genetic screening and analysis which can
incorporated into lab-on-a-chip applications. Optical trapp
of an identified cell, followed by manipulation, DNA recov
ery, and single-cell PCR, would allow for the genetic scree
ing of the cells. This can be easily combined with laser m
crobeam microdissection methods to facilitate the single-
preparation of pathological specimens for genetic analys37

The sterile nature of the manipulation again yields consid
able advantages for this application, as molecular techniq
are generally of high sensitivity and require clean sam
preparation.37

One potential diagnostic assay resulting from the com
nation of single-cell sorting and molecular analysis has b
identified, namely, the genetic analysis of fetuses using f
cells found in maternal circulation.36,38 Fetal nucleated eryth-
rocytes, which cross the placenta into maternal circulation
identifiable, could readily be sorted. Through the use
single-cell PCR, the cells could be genetically analyzed on
single-cell or few-cell levels. This would allow for the genet
screening and sex determination of fetuses using only
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1 19
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Fig. 7 Series of six images showing the automated manipulation of an erythrocyte over a distance of 30 mm using the dual-beam optical trap.
Automated manipulation occurred at velocities of up to 3 mm/s.
20 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1
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Automated Single-Cell Sorting Systems

Downloade
amount of blood in a pinprick, eliminating the danger of
chorionic villus sampling and amniocentesis, which induce
complications at the rates of 1.0% and 0.5%, respectively.36,39

The possibility of the use of erythrocytes in targeted drug
delivery has been a subject of extensive research, by virtue o
their numbers and long lifetimes in circulation.40 It has been
proposed that the linkage of drug pharmacophores to th
erythrocyte surface, for example, by covalent linkage to mem
brane proteins, would significantly enhance the pharmacoki
netics of delivery, specifically by increasing the half life and
controlling the volume of distribution of the drug.40 The ease
of manipulation and control of the position of individual
erythrocytes of our system make it an ideal adjunct to the
making and characterization of such pharmacophore–
erythrocyte complexes.

The automated cell sorting system can also be used in th
creation of cell patterns and biosensors.41,42 One such appli-
cation is the use of cell patterns in drug screening, which is
one of the most expensive steps in drug development, and
often subject to ethical concerns, as animals are often used f
the screening process.41 The use of cell biosensors in drug
screening will allow for the determination of the effects of
drugs at the cellular level. The creation of such cell patterns i
dependent upon the ability to spatially locate a cell of a par
ticular type into the array or other pattern, analogous to the
definition of sorting presented earlier. The ability to automate
such a procedure is of benefit in facilitating the production of
such biosensors, making it another potential application are
for the automated single-cell sorting system.

In addition, optical trapping has become routine in a num-
ber of research applications in medicine and cell biology. Im-
munoassays based upon the laser power required to break
antibody–antigen complex using optical tweezers have bee
developed to allow the detection of femtomolar concentration
of an antigen. Laser-assistedin vitro fertilization has been
achieved using optical trapping.37 Optical trapping has also
been incorporated in other research applications, including a
sessment of the physics of mechanoenzymes,5,6 micromanipu-
lation for microsurgery,37 DNA stretching,43 and single-
molecule enzymatic modification of DNA.44

8 Conclusions
An automated single-cell sorting technique has been deve
oped based on single- and dual-beam optical traps, the latt
preferred due to lesser photodamage to sorted cells, and th
increased ability to move cells in three dimensions. Using
human peripheral blood as a model system, an automated ce
identification based on size was developed, and used to so
erythrocytes from the other cellular components of periphera
blood. The single-cell sorting system includes an automate
imaging-processing system that allows for cells to be identi
fied prior to the manipulation. We have successfully manipu-
lated erythrocytes for distances greater than 1 mm and fo
times longer than 20 min using the automated dual-beam trap
without morphologically visible photodamage. As a corollary,
the behaviors of human erythrocytes in single- and dual-beam
optical traps have been theoretically calculated using a mod
eling program, and experimentally verified.

Our single-cell sorter fits into a niche of cell sorting that
cannot be achieved by conventional methods, including flow
d From: http://biomedicaloptics.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 05/12/2015 Terms 
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cytometry. Our sorter allows for a greater positional control
the location of sorted cells, and allows for the manipulation
cells in a noncontact, sterile manner. The cell sorter can
used to construct cell patterns for biosensors and other lab
a-chip applications. Our single-cell sorting system is thus w
suited to a number of applications in medical diagnostics a
therapy, and, when incorporated with the techniques of
molecular biology laboratory, has the potential to becom
novel technique for genetic screening and diagnosis.
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